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HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS
The 2-million worth campaign that Travel Manitoba
released this summer encourages Manitobans
to check out their own province, calling the
advocacy "Home is Where the Heart is."
"Having done the hard work necessary to flatten
the curve of COVID-19 cases, Manitobans now
have a great opportunity to safely explore their
own province this summer," said Ralph Eichler,
Manitoba's minister of Economic Development
and Training, in a news release.
Videos of the campaign that were already
digitally released focus on camping, fishing road
trips, local dining and places like Churchill, also
featuring local residents inviting the audience
to explore and show Manitoba some love this
summer.
There is no doubt that the campaign resonated
to a lot of Manitobans including the Ege family
who were among the many visitors at Birds
Hill Provincial Park last August long weekend.
"We are here for the day to bike, to explore and
just have a great time as a family." said mother
Mary Joy Ege.
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Ege family: Randy, Mary Joy, Lillian, Sidney and Joriz on a day trip at Birds Hill Provincial Park
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“The right time to plan is right now.”
At the time of need or when planning ahead
call Mila, your Kababayan in the business.

Get organized now:
Call our Planning Specialist and get a
FREE Planning Kit: 204-996-2009
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Mila Mendoza
Planning Specialist
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eing so close to Winnipeg, Birds Hill Provincial Park is probably
one of the most-visited parks in Manitoba every summer. Aside from
the short drive from the city, it offers different activities like swimming,
camping, hiking, fishing and many more. It is also venue to a lot of sports
races and activities. Not to mention, it's home to the annual Winnipeg
Folk Fest that was also cancelled this year due to COVID-19.
Family and friends gather to celebrate a birthday.
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Last August long weekend, Birds
Hill definitely got some love from
Manitobans who flocked to the lake.
Families including kababayans spent
the day catching up with relatives,
biking , swimming and even celebrating
a birthday while adhering to safety
protocols.
Aside from Birds Hill Park, other
tourist destinations are doing well in
tourism according to Travel Manitoba's
CEO and president, Colin Ferguson.
"We know that Clear Lake is
doing very well and we've seen a lot
of traction, a lot of people coming in
either from Saskatchewan or coming
in from other parts of Manitoba. The
Whiteshell is doing well, the Interlake
is doing well, (and) in and around
Brandon is doing well."
With COVID-19 still around and
travel restrictions still being in effect,
this is indeed the perfect time to check
out your own backyard, Manitoba!
With safe and careful travelling, not
only that Manitobans can discover
the beauty of this province but more
importantly, be instrumental in getting
the tourism industry rolling again.
Photo courtesy: Ron Cantiveros
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Naboa family catching up after a family member got stranded in Calgary due to the pandemic.

Group of friends playing volleyball in the water.
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Carlos and Ragudo family enjoying their
quadricycle ride.
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CLASSROOM LEARNING TO RESUME IN SEPTEMBER
FOR ALL MANITOBA KINDERGARTEN TO GRADE 12 STUDENTS

Province Working with School
Divisions, Public Health to Welcome
Students Back Safely: Goertzen

C

lassroom learning will resume
on Sept. 8 for all students in
kindergarten through Grade 12
at schools across Manitoba following
last spring’s suspension caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic, Education
Minister Kelvin Goertzen announced
today.
“The province is welcoming
students back to classrooms for the
new school year, while working
closely with school divisions and
Public Health,” said Goertzen. “The
best place for students is in class,
giving them the full benefits of the
tremendous work of Manitoba teachers
and providing parents and caregivers
with certainty that their children are
receiving the best education possible.”
The Welcoming Our Students
Back: Restoring Safe Schools guidelines
have been developed in collaboration
with the province’s kindergarten to
Grade 12 COVID-19 response planning
team, as well as with school divisions
and public health officials. Manitoba
school divisions and schools will
follow these provincial guidelines
to finalize and post division plans
by mid-August. Accessible and
transparent information is important
as students, staff and families will
have questions about COVID-19
and returning to in-class learning.
Learning in classrooms will be
full-time for students in kindergarten
through Grade 8 and for specialneeds students in all grades, with five
days of instruction per week. Some
remote learning may be required for
students in grades 9 to 12, based on the
ability of high schools to implement
necessary public health measures
including physical distancing and
the use of cohorts (designated groups
of students) to minimize the risk
of COVID-19 transmission, and to
support contact tracing.
Three response levels have
been developed to ensure that school
divisions and schools are prepared to
roll back from in-class learning based
on public health advice. Divisions
must ensure that all students learning
remotely have access to technology.
“Manitoba Education and Public
Health are working with divisions
and individual schools to ensure
that as many students as possible
return to classroom learning fulltime,” said Goertzen. “Divisions
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A total of $48 million in savings
is available to ensure that schools
are COVID-ready in September, the
minister noted, adding the province
is monitoring resource implications
closely as part of its planning to ensure
the safe return to classroom instruction
in the upcoming school year.
“The need for child care is top of
mind. The departments of Education
and Families are working with school
divisions and the child-care sector
to ensure that families can continue
to access child care within schools,”
said Goertzen. “Both departments are
working together to develop learning
guidelines for children with special
needs, as well as students at risk.”
Welcoming Our Students Back:
Restoring Safe Schools is based
on feedback provided by parents,
caregivers, students and education
stakeholders through an EngageMB
survey that began in June. The minister
noted tens of thousands of Manitobans
have completed the survey, and the
government will continue to collect
and use this information in adapting
plans while the public health situation
evolves. Manitobans can visit https://
engagemb.ca to share thoughts or ask
questions.
In a joint statement, the Manitoba
School Boards Association, the Manitoba
Teachers’ Society, Manitoba Federation
of Independent Schools, Manitoba
Association of School Business Officials
and the Manitoba Association of School
Superintendents said, “We believe
that collaborative planning is in the
best interests of students, parents,
and school staff. The goal is to have
as many students as possible learning
in classrooms this fall and throughout
the coming school year. Maintaining a
strong focus on the health, safety and
well-being of students, staff, families and
communities, we all agree the emphasis
needs to be on getting students the
in-person teaching and learning they
need while making sure that safety is
the top priority for everyone.”
For up-to-date information on
COVID-19 in Manitoba, visit www.
manitoba.ca/COVID19.
A comprehensive list of Manitoba
government COVID-19 measures
can be found at: https://manitoba.ca/
bg/2020/04/covid19.html.
The Filipino Journal asked some
Filipino parents on their thoughts on
Restoring Schools and here is what
they have to say:
"The government should wait until the
vaccine is ready. Social distancing and
proper sanitation would be an issue to
the students." - Joy Agustin
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"Doing virtual is hard for me as a
mom and as a “teacher at home”.
I'm happy for my kids to be in class
. It’s scary I know , but I am voting
for in class schooling . I'm a dentist,
I’m aware of all the protocols."
- Watepin Clanza, mother of 2
"It's risky and scary especially
the numbers are continuously
increasing. Keeping our hopes
up that this improves our kids'
resiliency with constant change."
- Andrew and Nariz Beloro, parents
of 2
"Parang hindi pa time to send them
sa classroom mas safe kung antayin
nila magka-vaccine."
-Ferdie, dad of 3
"Confident naman that the school
will do the necessary measures to
keep the children safe this fall."
-Marien Mortel, mom of 3
"By reading the school division
plan, I feel confident about it
and specially we have low and
manageable cases here. It brings
a little bit of normality for the kids,
it’s been fought last 4 months of
school from home. It’s hard for
me to be a teacher and working
from home. The school division is
already taking enough precautions
like teachers will be going to rooms
instead of students, different school
breaks etc."
- Arnold Capucion, dad of 2
"Di kami komportable siempre.
Lalo na biglang lumaki ulit ang
case dito sa tin. Kung di maiiwasan
at di na mapipigilan ang pag-open
sa school, parang mas gusto ko
yung di sabay-sabay ang pasok
sa school, alternate schedule na
pag sa bahay lang diretso pa rin
thru online classes."
-Jeff Luna, dad of 2
" I am half-hearted.. coz i don't
know how they would strictly
implement health and safety in the
school, specially now that positive
cases are increasing again. Parang
balik sa square one. Like, I want
them to go back to school if the
province has sustained the low
rate of cases. I hope the school
divisions have a documented plan
to share to the families way ahead
of time to give assurance that it is
indeed safe to go back to school.
Para ba may knowledge din yung
parents. And if may changes needed
at least maaga pa lang magawan
na ng paraan."
- Jen Cabungcal, mom of 3

by aLfie vera mella
elfideas102@yahoo.com
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Ely Buendia reacts to the
alleged "Ang Huling El Bimbo:
The Musical" plagiarism

AKTOR - League of Filipino Actors releases
video of support to front line workers
Last August 5, AKTOR - League
of Filipino Actors released a video
expressing their support to the
medical health workers.
Along the video is a post on
their Facebook page:
"Ilang beses man kaming
gumanap na doktor at nurse,
hindi namin matutumbasan ang
laki ng kontribusyon ninyo sa
bayan, lalo na ngayong panahon
ng pandemya."
("No matter how many times
we portrayed roles as doctor and
nurse, we cannot measure up to

how big is your contribution to
the country especially this time of
pandemic.")
"Kami sa AKTOR ay nagpapadala
ng liham pag-ibig para sa lahat ng
ating health workers sa frontlines—
ang aming mga bayani. Alam naming
hindi sapat ang mga salita, pero ito
na muna sa ngayon."
(We at AKTOR are sending a
love letter to all the health workers
in the front line - our heroes. We
know that words are not enough, but
this is what we can give for now.")
"Titindig kami para sa 'yo.

Maraming salamat sa lahat."
("We are going to stand for
you. Thank you for everything.")
Actors in the video include
Piolo Pascual, couple Dingdong and
Marian Dantes, Angel Locsin, Anne
Curtis-Smith, Iza Calzado, Jodi Sta
Maria, Angelica Panganiban and
many more.
The video was released following
President Duterte striking back at
medical associations who wrote a
public letter expressing their concern
on the surge of the COVID-19 cases
in Mega Manila.

Kris Aquino Meets Raffy Tulfo

A

fter it was confirmed that Kris Aquino will
be having a new show with the Kapatid
Network TV 5, she had her photo shoot at
the network and requested that she meets the action
man and the main man of the network, Raffy Tulfo.
In her Instagram post, Kris shared the video
of her first meeting with Tulfo.
"Hi, I'm a fan," Kris said while walking towards
Tulfo. "I am a fan too," responded Tulfo.
The two exchanged admiration for each other
with Kris acknowledging Tulfo as the reigning king
of TV 5 . Tulfo in return acknowledged Aquino as
the Queen of All Media.
"The king of Public Service made me feel so
welcome," Aquino said.
Aquino also told Tulfo how she admires him for
being a gentleman and always fighting for women.
Kris said that Raffy and his staff were very
kind to lend her their dressing / conference room
and studio for their promo shoot and that he went
out of his way to come meet her face to face .

Photo source Instagram @krisaquino

Kris also shared why she posted their meet
up video: "So that I could tell all of you that first
impressions really matter, sobrang mas napahanga
ako sa pagka-gentleman and sa generosity ni Raffy
Tulfo."

All photos & articles available online!

Ely Buendia performs with the cast of ‘Ang Huling El
Bimbo The Musical’ in December 2019, during a onenight-only show dubbed ‘Ely Buendia, A Night At The
Theater.’ (Photo by Nicky Aureo of Day Cabuhat)

I

n his Facebook post, Eraserhead
lead vocalist Ely Bundia appealed
to the people, companies and
corporations involced in the "Ang
Huling El Bimbo Plagiarism issue."
This was after online talent search
"The Pop Stage" held their final
competition night last July 26 where
grand prize winnir CJ Villavicencio
used a medley of E-heads songs as
his winning piece, using a musical
arrangement that was nearly identical
to what was used in the play.
"You have the power to teach
a young man and all the young
people out there about to join the
world, our children, a most valuable
lesson that can have no other effect
except make them good and become
better." Buendia stated in his post.
The Pop Stage was sponsored
by Popeyes and hosted by Matteo
Guidicelli. Villavicencio won a
one million pesos and a one-year
contract with Viva Artists Agency.
"You have the power to stand
up for and give back to the art which
has been a source of life for all of
us. You have the power to set an
example and for once do the right

FilipinoJournal.com

CJ Villavicencio

thing, and become a beacon of hope
in these dark times ruled by greed,
hate and lies."
Buendia also acknowledged
that there are more important issues
but he wanted to stress on the action
(or harm) done that might have an
effect in the future.
"Yes there are even more pressing
matters out there, but in the end
this will not just be about a song, a
contract, a million pesos, or credit.
Your actions will set a precedent
and have repercussions in the years
to come. On which side of history
do you want to be on? Search your
hearts for the truth and it will set
you free."
Meanwhile on his Facebook post,
Villavicencio asked for understanding
as an amateur and aspiring artist.
He said that there was no intention
to plagiarize.
"There was no intention
whatsoever on my part to plagiarize.
I am sorry if I caused undue distress,
seemed disrespectful or if I have
hurt the theater community," he
added on his post.
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House of Representatives approves
Mandatory wearing of face
Ph162-billion Bayanihan 2; Ph12 billion allocated shield begins August 15 for
to Social Amelioration Program (SAP) 2
transport goers

P

resident Rodrigo Duterte's
standby fund to support
response measures to address
the COVID-19 pandemics, including
the implementation of the Social
Amelioration Program 2 (SAP) worth
Ph12 billion as emergency subsidy for
many millions of families belonging to
the low-income and most vulnerable
sector severely affected by COVID-19
as reported by the state-owned PNA.
The disbursement of the SAP 2
will be undertaken by the Department
of Social Welfare and Development
with some changes especially the
way how to distribute the money.
As part of the announcement, the
recipients will include those severely
affected families who were not given
during the distribution of the SAP 1
few months ago. This includes the

jeepney drivers who are fully affected
by non-driving due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
As part of the changes, an ATM
card will be distributed to the recipients.
The House Bill 6953 or Bayanihan
2, being the 2nd installment of Bayanihan
To Heal As One Act has given President
Duterte an emergency power to
address the COVID-19 crisis in the
country. The first installment expired
last June 25.
Other provisions stated in
the Bayanihan 2 include: 1) Ph10
billion for Philhealth; Ph10 billion for
Department of Health; Ph20 billion
for implementation of appropriate
cash-for-work progress for displaced
workers; Ph12 for SAP 2; Ph51 for
capital infusion for the government's
low-interest loans for micro, small,

medium businesses at other critically
impacted businesses; Ph3 billion for
PPE, face mask and face shields to all
barangay health workers, officers and
other indigent persons; Ph4 billion,
for the construction of facilities for
isolation and quarantine facilities;
field hospitals and expansion of
government hospitals and dormitories
for te front liners, and expansion of
government hospital capacity all
over the country.
Meanwhile, Manila Mayor
Isko Moreno announced that there
will be no "ayuda" that will be
distributed when Metro Manila has
returned to MECQ. And to address
this problem, Mayor Moreno has
given permission to the thousand
tricycle drivers to operate within the
city to earn for their living.

T

he Department of
Transportation has announced
the mandatory wearing of
face shield by those who will be
using public transport effective on
August 15 as one of the precautionary
measures to lower the COVID-19
cases all over the country.
In the issuance of directive,
Secretary Arthur Tugade of the
Department of Transportation
made a public appeal to the new
protocol.

Philhealth is under Congressional investigations
for corruption

T

he House of Senate, the office
of the Special Assistant to the
President and the Presidential
Anti-Corruption Commission, have
hearing on the alleged corruption
going on at the Philhealth Insurance
Corporation, as the result of the
explosives expose' made by the
resigned Philhealth Anti-fraud legal
official Thorsson Montes Keith
that the state's insurer executives
may have pocketed Ph15 billion
through some major transactions
with the public.
As reported by PNA, a stateowned agency, in their report
from Secretary Harry Roque that
last Tuesday, the hearing on the
alleged corruption started, claiming

(Photo by Ted ALJIBE / AFP / MANILA BULLETIN)

that the Philhealth executives are
responsible for :syndicate-like
implementation of the interim
reimbursement mechanism (IRM)
and the procurement of overpriced
information and communication
equipment.

The Senate has requested
some witnesses to come forward
and reveal all the corruptions being
operated by so-called "mafia" in the
public insurer.
The hearing continues led by
Senate President Senator Tito Sotto.

"Sa mga kababayan ho natin,
huwag sana nating isipin na
panibagong gastusin o dagdag
abala sa pag-require natin sa
paggamit ng face shield," said
Secretary Tugade. "Let us remember
that no amount of protection is
too much when it comes to health
and safety, especially that we
are battling an invisible enemy.
What we are addressing is not a
transport issue but rather, a health
issue kaya nga ho, hinihingi ko po
ang kooperasyon ng bawat isa."
added Tugade.
Some negative feedbacks
from the netizens claims that it
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is difficult for them to wear such a
face shield and asking that the face
mask is already being implemented.
Tugade's directive resulted
from the declaration of President
Rodrigo Duterte to bring back the
MECQ as requested by many medical
frontliners who have been requested
for another lockdown due to the
increasing COVID-19 cases in Metro
Manila. The medical association led
by its president requested to have
at least two weeks of lockdown to
give the medical frontliners some
breathing spell needed to continue
to fight the pandemic.
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20 Filipinos to Watch
Monica Saromo

Marjorie Dowhos

M

arjorie Dowhos is a household name among listeners
and viewers of CBC Winnipeg. Marjorie has made
a name for herself in the journalism industry, where
she has been showcasing her skills in storytelling for the past
20 years. Currently, Marjorie hosts CBC Manitoba’s Radio
Noon on CBC Radio One and is a producer and reporter for
CBC Winnipeg News at 6.
What excites you the most about what you do?
I love getting to know people who live in Manitoba. Everyone
has a story to tell and people should get to see and hear these
stories. I love talking to people, and I love how my job has
taken me around the province. I love learning something
new everyday.
What impact have you witnessed from your work?
I’ve seen stories or interviews that I have done that have
impacted people or resonate with people. The best stories are
the ones that have emotionally touched people to either speak
up or has moved them to do something in their community.
Tell us a story about an obstacle you faced and conquered?
Growing up, some people questioned how pursuing a career
in media could be successful. There have always been those
naysayers that doubted building a long-term career in this
field. I have been a host/journalist now for almost 20 years,
proving that if you have a dream or a goal you can achieve it.

I

am a first generation Filipino-Canadian,
born and raised in Winnipeg. I
grew up with a large family (I am
the oldest of six kids) on both sides of
my parents, and it was so much fun
during family gatherings! Growing
up, typical gatherings would consist
of never ending food, creative play
time with my cousins, and singing and
dancing performances for the family.
My greatest passions are art, dancing,
and singing. I took all the arts courses
I could take in high school, not just
for extra credits, but because I loved
it! Eventually I gained a scholarship
to Red River College for the Graphic
Design program right after graduating
high school in 2007. At this point, dance
became a big part of my life while I was
in Graphic Design. After joining a few
of my friends’ cotillions, I was asked
to audition for an urban dance group
called Sikat Dance Company. I could
honestly say that within the 10 years
with this group, I’ve had some of the
best experiences travelling, competing,
building long lasting friendships and

developing hard work and self-discipline
skills. Some of the great things I’m proud
to say I’ve accomplished are designing
for many different local businesses in
Winnipeg, especially for my friends in
the Filipino community.
What excites you most about what
you do?
Being able to help bring a business to
life or to at least elevate a business in
some form. From the beginning process
of understanding what the business is
about, how we want it to be portrayed
to the public, and how the brand will
continue to help the business grow. I
believe my process is in depth and I
value the meaning behind a brand. So
in most cases, it takes me a while to
really brainstorm, develop and create
the final brand for my clients.
What impact have you witnessed
from your work?
I’ve witnessed my work help many startups flourish into successful businesses.
It’s been a blessing to network with my

clients and build more clients from
their referrals. I’m so thankful for all
my clients and family and friends who
believed in me and my work!
Tell us a story about an obstacle
you faced and conquered.
I’ve struggled with staying creative
and having to keep my passion for
designing alive. It was hard to get
over what I thought would be a short
phase, but it lasted for a few years.
My mind was tired, my work ethic
was lacking, and it just seemed to me
that I needed a break. I took on new
hobbies and other careers knowing
these would keep me busy, but in the
back of my mind I was looking forward
to the day I would miss designing,
spark my passion to life and give it
my all again.
I believe that the time is now,
and I'm excited about so many new
ventures to take on. Many new branding
projects in the community to be on
the lookout for!

TAJ MAHAL, “A Love Poem In Marble”
by Gem and Lita Anis

I

t was a hot summer day in August
when I boarded a Pakistan
International Airlines direct
flight from the city of Lahore in
Pakistan to New Delhi, India, to
quench my thirst to see one of
the most beautiful architectural
masterpieces in the world, the
magnificent “Taj Mahal”.
My three-day Indian visit
by staying at New Delhi YMCA
Tourist Hostel gave me sufficient
time to explore the capital city,

both the Old and New Delhi and
its top sights - the Red Fort, the
Parliament, Qutab Minar, Humayun’s
Tomb, the Mahatma Gandhi shrine,
Connaught Place, and the Jantar
Mantar Observatory.
From Delhi I took a train at
the New Delhi railway station and
traveled about two hours to reach
the walled city of Agra that lies
approximately 204 kms. to the
south of Delhi. Upon exiting the
train station I used the horse-driven

tonga rickshaw (no diesel or petrol vehicle is
allowed to ply in the Taj Mahal area to conserve
the beauty of the great monument) and finally
found myself in front of the Taj Mahal.
“Taj Mahal” means “Crown of Buildings”.
Rising above the banks of the Yamuna River
in Agra Cantonment district, Taj Mahal is a
monumental tomb, an ivory white marble
mausoleum, built in the 1600s by an Indian
Mughal emperor named Shah Jahan in honour
of his second wife, Mumtaz Mahal, a Persian
princess, to commemorate their eighteen years
of marriage and her death in childbirth with
their fourteenth child. It was to her memory
that the Taj Mahal was built.
Construction of the Taj Mahal began in
1630 and completed in 1653 under the guidance
of a board of architects led by the Court
architect of the emperor, Ustad Ahmad Lahori,
an Indian architect of Persian descent. Aside
from the best masons, craftsmen, sculptors and
calligraphers from other areas of the continent
like Persia, Europe and the Ottoman Empire,
more than 20,000 artisans worked about 23
years to complete the exquisite monument.
About 1,000 elephants were employed that
transferred the heavy construction materials
from one place to another, materials that were
brought from different corners of the world
such as the Punjab, Rajasthan, Afghanistan,
Sri Lanka, China, Tibet, and Arabia.
How much did it cost to build the Taj
Mahal? It was estimated at the time to be
around 32 million rupees, approximately 52.8
billion rupees today (US$827 million).
The Taj Mahal site has five main structures
– the Darwaza (main gateway), the Bageecha
(garden), the Masjid (mosque), the Naqqar
Khana (rest house), and the Rauza (mausoleum)
where the tomb is located. Mumtaz Mahal white
marble casket sits dead centre inside the tomb

All photos & articles available online!

Gem posts magnificent Taj Mahal

and Shah Jahan’s lies to the side. The landmark is topped
by five rounded marble domes and at each corner stands a
slender tower, or minaret. The walls of the building are white
marble adorned with precious stones and with carvings like
lace. Different verses of the Quran are written everywhere as
you can see while exploring the Taj Mahal complex.
A great work of art, the Taj Mahal has been listed as
one of the UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Rabindranath Tagore, the Bengali poet best known
for being the first non-European to be awarded the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 1913 with his book Gitanjali Song
Offering, called the Taj Mahal “a drop of tear on the cheek
of history”. And Mark Twain said, “The world is split into
two parts, those that have seen Taj Mahal and those who
have not”. And I had!
Taj Mahal has been called “a poem in stone” and a
moon-white dream.
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Got a time to forget COVID-19? Then, Staycation is the answer! Let's Go!
The Republic of Adobo
by Rod E. Cantiveros

N

ow that the US crossborder vacation or one-day
shopping; or even going
to other countries in Europe or in
Asia or in the Carribean, is next to
impossible because of COVID-19,
this is the time to engage yourself
to do the latest jargon of short
holidays: Staycation!
So, what is Staycation? And
who started coining the two words:
stay and vacation! And what to do
while you engage in Staycation?
According to Wikipedia,
Staycation or holistay is a period
in which an individual or a family
stays home and participates in
various leisure activities within
the driving distance of their homes
and does not require an over-night
accommodation.
Uhmmm! You mean to just stay
at home, drive a little mile, spend less
money for a burger or for a bucket of
fried chicken and head to the park?
Or for a change of ambiance, drive
to the nearest Motel and enjoy oneday activities like family bonding
by dining and swimming together
and other one-day activities. (motor
hotel are for travellers, not the usual
connotation of the word "motel" in
the Philippines, which is known

as a place for a short time or for a
one-bang stay with your loved one
or partner!)
A Canadian comedian Brent
Butt of "Corner Gas" coined the
two words: stay and vacation in one
of the series "Mail Fraud" which
aired on October 24, 2005, and then,
this word Staycation became so
popular in the United States when
the price of gas was very high,
giving themselves to stay at home
and spend their holiday. Staycation
has become the new word to describe
staying at home during COVID-19
which seems to stifle your plans for
long-hours of driving; airport long
line-up; and spend more money on
gas, food and other necessities.
And what are the activities
to be done during the Staycation?
You can enjoy your backyard pool,
barbecue and picnic party with
family members and friends; having
a tent-day or tent-night in your
backyard; visit various museums
and amusement parks or attend local
festivals and amusement parks!
Or go and discover the Province
of Manitoba! Have you visited at
least 50 of the more than 100,000
lakes in Manitoba? And have your
picnic in some parks or dive into
the Winnipeg and Manitoba Lakes?

Let’s get social

Lately, many families have
been going to the campground to
enjoy an overnight stay, or just to
be away from their homes and
engage in outdoor cooking and
eating! Why not a boodle fight
at Clear Lake or at St. Norbert
Heritage Park where you can
find the first "fridge" used in
Manitoba before the invention of
cold storage and take some photos
with some heritage houses as your
background? Or go and enjoy
the historic Lower Fort Garry or
just go to Manitoba Museum and
emerge yourself to the cultural and
historical wonders; or to Birds Hill
for biking, swimming and family
camping or go to Churchill and
enjoy more wonders of Aurora
Borealis or go to St. Pierre Jolys,
close to the City and participate in
the signature attraction known as
Frog Follies or karera ng palaka
(frog race); to Steep Rock and have
a new experience in granite hopping,
fishing and swimming in a clear
lake water; or heat to Fortwhyte
Alive and enjoy the many places
like the Bison Watch, and walk
and go up and view the area on
a tree-house or just bike and eat!
Or go to Holland for humongous
pumpkin contest or to Dauphin
for tasting a bit of Ukrainian food;
or to Steinbach for the best veggie
borscht or just go to your nearest
park, like Assiniboine or Kildonan
or St. Vital Park, and bring your
own chairs and start the fire for
barbecue to attract some ogglers!

And Staycation has many benefits:
less costly, travel expenses are minimal;
less stress, no jet lag,no long wait at
the airport; and it also benefits local
businesses and less carbon emissions!
And in the midsummer heat of
the sun, why not take your 2-piece or
your swimming trunks and plunge into
the lake; or just lick some ice cream
or to the golf course for some tee-offs!

FilipinoJournal.com

So many places and points of
interest within your driving range!
Manitoba summers are full of exciting
events. Plan your Staycation for
August and September. For all you
know, just a wink of your eyes, it
will be a Winter Staycation!
For now, let's go and have
a Staycation! And enjoy the
sweltering heat of the Prairie Sun!
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WINNIPEG TALENTS SHINE AT WCOPA
By: Dante Aviso

T

he World Championships of
Performing Arts (WCOPA)
is the only international
competition for aspiring performers
and entertainers of its kind annually
held in or around ‘Holywood”,
entertainment capital of the world.
Similar to the Olympics, only invited
and qualified competitors (called
WORLDSTARS) represent their
countries and compete each year in
the quest for “the gold. ”Because
of the global pandemic this year’s
WCOPA was launched as a virtual
competition. Each competitor was
asked to submit a one minute
video of their talents. The virtual
competition concluded last July 31,
2020 and Canada placed second in
the Gold Medal Standing bringing
30 gold medals! Four Manitobans
brought home 3 Golds, 2 Silvers,
1 Bronze and a World Champion
title. As a talent scout, this writer is
proud to share this year’s winners
from Manitoba:
Joseph Guerra, gold medal, Senior
Male Model Category and declared
Senior Male Model Champion of
the World.
Jovelle Balani, gold medal in
Senior Vocal , Self Accompaniment
and silver medal in Senior Vocal.
Joshua Sacopla, silver medal in
Senior Male Category.
Joyze Colada, gold medal in Senior
Vocal with Self Accompaniment
and bronze
Joseph Guerra explained that

Joseph Guerra, gold medalist and Male Model Champion
of the World. Photo Credit John Laracas

“Being part of the WCOPA was
such a great experience and I felt
honored to represent Team Canada
and compete against hundreds of
talented models from other countries
and to come out on top with a gold
medal and the coveted title “Male
Model Champion of the World” is
such a surreal accomplishment”.
This international talent
competition is often dubbed as the
“Talent Olympics” participated by
contestants from over 60 countries.
This year alone, they received 2500
entries. Each contestant is asked
to submit one minute video of his

Jovelle Balani, gold and silver medalist Vocal.

or here talent. The categories are
Vocal, Dance, Modeling, Acting,
Instrumentalist and Variety Acts.
Each category is open to ages division
namely: Junior Division (15 year
old and below) and Senior Division
(16 years old and above). Jovelle
Balani who competed in Vocal
category is “ honoured to represent
Team Canada” and according to her
“It still has not sunk in that I was
chosen as one of the finalists and
I thank the people who helped me
hone my talent. WCOPA is definitely
an experience that I’ll never forget.”
Winnipeg talents shine at WCOPA

Joshua Sacopla, silver medlist Male Model Category (Senior)

2020 virtual competition. We are ready
for next year in live competition in
Disneyland in Anaheim, California,
hoping the pandemic will be over.
Anyone who wants to be part
of Team Canada, we are looking
for singers, dancers, models, actors,
instrumentalists and variety artists
to audition for WCOPA 2021, please
contact Dante Aviso @ 204-698-3198
or email: danteavisopromotions@
gmail.com
*Dante Aviso is WCOPA Regional
Director for Central Canada 2021.

Sali Na!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RELOCATION OPPORTUNITY?

WE ARE HIRING FOR OUR
NORTHERN & NORTHMART STORES
Seeking Supervisors, Department
Managers & Store Managers
We offer relocation, housing and food
allowances for successful candidates
To apply or for more details visit
www.careers.northwest.ca

All photos & articles available online!
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Dante Aviso, WCOPA Regional Director,Central
Canada
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Education Minister Goertzen Comments
on School Re-opening Concerns

E
Daniel M. Cleto
B.A., LL.B.

Gary M. Sarcida
B.A. (Adv), LL.B.

Renato Y. Mamucud
B.A., J.D.

Twelve Languages. Six Locations.
One Goal: To Serve Your Needs.
pkflawyers.com

ducation Minister Kelvin Goertzen
joined the televised COVID-19
update by the province’s chief
medical officer, Dr. Brent Roussin on
July 30 to announce the resumption of
classroom learning on September 8.
The news conference was followed by
a Q&A with local media, which flushed
out more details such us why wearing
respiratory masks are not mandatory
yet, and why there is no reduction in
class sizes, among other things.
A week after the announcement,
Minister Goertzen accepted the invitation
to be a guest on the August 6 episode
of the Barangay Canada vodcast. As a
Member of the Legislative Assembly
(MLA), the Minister happens to represent
the provincial riding of Steinbach, and
this writer is among his constituents
The Minister has represented the riding
since 2003 and is on his fifth term after
being re-elected last year.
In the course of the discussion,
Goertzen emphasized that the Ministry
came up with the plan and framework

for resuming classroom learning
by working closely with various
stakeholders such as the Manitoba
Teachers Society, Manitoba Association
of School Boards, and the Manitoba
Federation of Independent Schools,
to name a few. As well, the Minister
cited the survey conducted in June for
parents, teachers and students wherein,
“Overwhelmingly parents said they
wanted their students to go back to
school, but they also said they wanted
it to be done safely,” Goertzen said.
It was pointed out that safety
measures such as physical distancing,
hand-washing and staggered recesses
and breaks were anticipated measures
as they are consistent with the general
guidelines. However, it was rather
unexpected that the wearing of respiratory
masks is not mandatory when Manitoba
schools re-open, in stark contrast to
Ontario’s back-to-school plan to require
the wearing of masks. Minister Goertzen
explained that, “The recommendation
on masks around the world continues

to evolve, and right now Public Health
in Manitoba is not recommending
the mandatory use of masks either in
schools or indoor public places. But
that may change as the evidence in
Manitoba changes.”
Minister Goertzen did confirm
that parents and students can choose
to wear respiratory masks. “Follow the
public health advice, but in addition to
that, take the precaution that you think
are right for you and your family.”
The Minister added, “Nobody should
be commenting negatively upon that.
That is their individual choice to do
that on behalf of their family.”
Asked about whether or not
playground time will be allowed
for K-4 because of the challenge of
maintaining physical distancing, Minister
Goertzen replied, “Individual schools
might choose to keep the number of
kids on a play structure at a reduced
amount or not mix up the classes, try
to keep them with their cohorts, but
the advice and the evidence is that
outdoor playing on a playground is a
relatively low-risk interaction.”
For his parting message to his
constituents and other Manitobans,
Minister Goertzen expressed hope
that, “The only way to get through
difficult situations like this is to focus
not too much on the long term, but
more day to day, to be optimistic
about your own situation but then also
to encourage others.” He continued,
“The more that we could be calm in
this situation, follow the public health
advice, be optimistic individually and
encourage others, no matter how long
this takes to get through, individually
we may actually come out better as
people on the other side than we were
going into this.”
Kris Ontong is the co-Founder of the
Barangay Canada media project and is
a finalist in the RBC Top 25 Canadian
Immigrant Awards for 2020.

YOUR FUTURE
IS WAITING
Business
Healthcare
Legal
Media
Technology
204.775.8175
herzing.ca/winnipeg
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Why I Signed Up to be a Climate Reality Leader
Becoming Ecoist
By Jomay Amora-Dueck
jomay.amora@gmail.com

I

am officially a Climate Reality
Leader, and that’s some great news!
Back in July, I took part in the
9-day Climate Reality Leadership
Corps: Global Training.
Around 10,000 participants from
around the world took part in the biggest
virtual climate training ever. It was
indeed an incredible experience!
I am so inspired to join a global
community of over 21,000 formerly
trained Climate Reality Leaders around
the world who are working together to
tackle the climate crisis.
I especially admire Mr. Al Gore,
our mentor Heather Wilkins, and the
entire The Climate Reality Project
organization for all their hard work
and support and, most importantly,
for making this event a successful one.
What is The Climate Reality Project?
The Climate Reality Project is a nonprofit organization involved in education
and advocacy related to climate change.
The Climate Reality Project came into
being in July 2011 as the consolidation of
two environmental groups, the Alliance
for Climate Protection and The Climate
Project, both of which were founded by
Mr. Al Gore, former US Vice President.
Mr. Gore is the Founder and Chairman
of The Climate Reality Project.
What I like about the Climate
Reality Leadership Corps is that it
takes people from all walks of life and
makes them exceptional leaders. In this
organization, you’ll meet different people

– from doctors, scientists, engineers,
teachers, to business owners, students,
artists, among others.
Climate Reality Leadership Corps
takes your commitment to creating a
better tomorrow. This organization
provides training in climate science,
communications, and organizing to
inspire communities and spark grassroots
action worldwide.
So what inspired me to become a
Climate Reality Leader?
I want to learn the science of climate
change.
We know that climate change is real
but I sometimes find it difficult to
understand or explain the entire concept
to other people. The Climate Reality
Training is a perfect place to learn the
causes and impacts of climate change
and how it transforms the daily life
for communities around the world.
Through this training, you will be able
to learn how we can work together to
take action and find solutions.
Learn or enhance your skills.
Wanting to make a difference is one
thing. Knowing how to really pull it off
is another. The Climate Reality Training
will teach you powerful storytelling,
public speaking, and social media
networking techniques and even best
practices in grassroots organizing.
This training will also teach you
some media engagement strategies,
where you can effectively use media

outreach to promote an event, spread
awareness through an op-ed, letter to
the editor, or a televised interview.
I want to join a global community
of world-changers.
Climate Reality Leaders aren’t just
raising awareness of climate change.
They’re working for climate crisis
solutions.
There are days when I feel so
discouraged or not motivated. It’s great
to know that I am not alone in this fight.
What I truly love about being a
Climate Reality Leader is having new
friends who share the same passion
and vision as me. By joining our
organization, you will be able to meet
other Climate Reality Leaders and
build a network of fellow activists that
support you. It truly is inspiring to see Reality Leaders in Manitoba – especially
how a global community of activists in the Filipino community.
are building momentum for solutions
As Filipino-Canadians, we
around the world.
experience first-hand the effects of
climate change here and back home.
I want my voice heard.
As the biggest community of people of
Sometimes it is easy to feel lost and color in Manitoba, we can effectively
discouraged to share your views. The make significant change by spreading
Climate Reality Training has helped awareness and influencing public opinion
me boost my confidence and belief in on the environment and climate change
my own strengths.
issues. Our collective voice can be a
As Mr. Al Gore himself said, powerful force to achieve social and
“Believe in the power of your own climate justice.
voice. The more noise you make, the Our Earth is dying and we need your
more accountability you demand from help. I would like to invite you to
your leaders, the more the world will consider the following:
1. Request a Climate Reality
change for the better.”
Your voice is more powerful than Presentation
you think. Shout, march, write, blog, One of the easiest ways you can do to
help spread awareness is to request a
sing, dance, paint, holler! Use your
Climate Reality Leader to give a virtual
creativity to make your voice heard.
or in-person presentation at your school,
work or community. You may visit www.
Inspire new Climate Reality Leaders. climaterealityproject.org or contact me
As a new Climate Reality Leader, one at ecoisthome@gmail.com to schedule
of my goals is to create more Climate a presentation or organize an event.

2. Learn How To Become A Climate
Reality Leader
Train with former US Vice President
Al Gore and work with renowned
scientists and communicators learning
about climate crisis and how together
we can solve it.
Due to high demand, a second
Global Training is scheduled on August
28-September 3, 2020. Please visit
https://climaterealityproject.org/training
for more information.
We don’t have much time left.
Please join the global Climate Reality
Leaders and millions of people using
their voices and everyday choices to
address the climate crisis. I hope to
connect with you very soon.
Jomay Amora-Dueck is a writer, minimalist
and proud Climate Reality Leader. She
would be happy to connect with you,
either to chat about sustainability or
organize a Climate Reality presentation
or event. You may email her at
ecoisthome@gmail.com.

TORCH OF
DIGNITY RELAY
virtual

#ManitobansSteppingUp

AUGUST 23RD 2020
LIVE AT 12PM CT

CONTACT US AT:
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Sudoku Puzzles are games of patience, numbers and genius! The satisfaction of solving
a challenging Sudoku Puzzle is one of the greatest accomplishments any sudoku game
Copyright @ puzzles.ca
player can experience. Here is the puzzle. Good luck!

Solutions for Palaisipan & Sudoku will be posted online
www.FilipinoJournal.com

Horoscope

Copyright @
horoscope.com

Have you been looking for a new job, Aries? If so, you might
hear of an opportunity from an unexpected source, perhaps at
a social gathering, if possible. This could mean that someone
unexpected brings it to your attention, or it could be a job in a
new and unusual field. One way or another, as weird as it seems,
it's worth consideration. Look into it and get all the facts before
acting.

Cancer, who's that intriguing new person in your neighborhood?
What is it about this new neighbor that makes it impossible for you
to stop wondering about them? Quit obsessing. Get your courage
up and find a way to welcome him or her to the neighborhood.
Maybe you'll find this person likable, maybe not, but give it a shot
anyway. Enjoy.

Meditation, dreams, or visions could bring amazing insights your way,
Libra. You might find them too bizarre to believe, at least at first, but
follow-up research could reveal that what you've come up with is quite
credible. Keep a journal of these revelations because you might remember the gist but forget the details. They could be useful later when you
pass your ideas on to others.

An unexpected chance to fly to a faraway place, perhaps at someone else's expense, could come to you today, Capricorn. A group
might be involved, perhaps one connected with education. Do you
lecture or teach? If so, this might be a chance to give a lecture in
an exciting place you've never been to before. Get your materials
together, pack your bag, and go. Have fun!

If you're single, Taurus, love may come to you completely out
of the blue today. The person could be standing behind you in
line at the store or sitting nearby you in the park. Wherever you
connect, don't be too cautious. Move ahead carefully, but at least
get to know something about this person before giving in to
insecurity and running the other way.

An unexpected letter could arrive today, Leo, with a check
enclosed, perhaps a gift, bonus, or offer to make more money. This
might be a welcome break, possibly coming at a time when you really need it. If it's work, don't worry about the time involved. You'll
be able to finish it quickly and efficiently. It might lead to more
offers in the future.

You're an adventurous soul, Scorpio. Are you thinking about a little mischief today? Are you going to propose that you and a friend or perhaps
your partner skip town for a day and forget about work, chores, and
other routine matters if possible? You've been bored lately, so who could
blame you? If you decide to do this, make sure everyone knows what's
up. You don't want to burn any bridges.

Some bizarre and rather silly dreams might come to you tonight,
Aquarius. They may be the sort that is so crazy that you actually
wake up laughing. Don't dismiss them. Silly or not, these dreams
are trying to tell you something. Write them down the way you
would any other vivid dream and analyze the symbols in the same
way - even if they cause a few giggles.

Some unexpected but very welcome visitors could arrive
today, Gemini. They might bring some people you don't know
but should connect with right away. Expect interesting news,
fascinating information, and a lot of laughs. Even though you
don't know for sure that these people are able to come over, have
a supply of drinks and snacks on hand. You'll want them to settle
in and stay a while, if possible.

If you're in the arts or sciences, Virgo, sudden inspiration could
cause you to start or continue a project that means a lot to you.
Some friends or group members could help out with useful information. Your mind may generate new ideas throughout the day. Once
you've finished your work, take a walk and clear your head. Watch a
video. If you don't, it could be hard to sleep tonight.

An unexpected communication may come today from someone connected with your career, Sagittarius. This is good news, but it may be
so off the wall that you could walk around in a daze for a while trying
to make sense of it all. Don't agonize too much. You've worked hard for
and deserve whatever it is that's suddenly coming to you. Think of it as a
karmic reward. Go celebrate!

If you're single, you could feel a very powerful attraction to
someone unusual and perhaps a little wacky. If you're already in
a relationship, you could glimpse a silly and rather insane side
of your beloved you've never seen before. This could be a bit
disconcerting but also make you laugh. That's part of the appeal of
love - continuously learning about that special one.

(Crossword)
Copyright @jigbern

PABABA

PAHALANG
2 malupit tangkakal - tanggol;
ligtas
3 Nahulog Sa Butas
5 Kabaligtaran ng pagmamapuri
at kapalaluan
8 Ang lumalaki at lumiliit na
bukásan ng inla ng mata at
dinaraanan ng liwanag túngo
sa retina.

10 Bahagi
12 ay inaalipusta ang kapwa
14 ito ay nagpapakilala o
nagsisilbing tanda ng gamit na
pambalarila ng isang salita sa
loob ng pangungusap.
19 Basyo
22 Babaeng Usa

1 Magpahinga
4 Kwantitatibang Kimika
6 Umintindi, maunawaan
7 Metabolismo
9 Eksperto o Magaling
11 Natakot
13 Elektrikong Singil
15 Kotse

16 Mithi
17 katuwáng: katúlong;
kasáma sa paggawâ
ng isang bagay.
18 Resistansiya
20 Kasalukuyan
21 Tuliro; Taranta
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Trump’s voter suppression strategy
PEREZCOPE
by Perry Diaz
PerryDiaz@gmail.com

L

ast July 30, two bombshells were dropped in Washington DC. The first
was the announcement that the U.S. economy shrunk at an annualized
rate of 32.9% in the second quarter, the biggest decline since 1947. On
a non-annualized basis, GDP shrunk roughly 9.5% between the first and second
quarters of 2020. The economy saw its worst quarter in at least 145 years!
But while annualized 32.9% represents the loss of a third of the economy,
that’s not exactly true. Why? The Commerce Department reports quarterly GDP
at an annual rate to allow easy comparisons to other time periods. Remove the
“annualization,” and we see the economy contracted an abysmal 9.5%, which is
still worse than the financial meltdown in 2008, when the GDP shrunk by 8.4%.
Double whammy
The contraction was announced as the U.S. suffered its second week of increasing
unemployment, hinting signs of faltering recovery, a recovery that Trump had
been hoping would rescue his re-election bid in November. Now everything
seems to have gone south. A double whammy had just hit the White House.
This prompted Trump to tweet: "With Universal Mail-In Voting (not Absentee
Voting, which is good), 2020 will be the most INACCURATE & FRAUDULENT
Election in history. It will be a great embarrassment to the USA. Delay the
Election until people can properly, securely and safely vote???"
Never in the history of the United States has a presidential election been
postponed, delayed or cancelled. Not even during the civil war, the Spanish flu
pandemic of 1918, the First and Second World Wars or any event in American
history. The Americans had always exercised their right to vote on the designated
Election Day, come hell or high water.
For the first time in U.S. presidential elections, a presidential candidate
suggested delaying or postponing the upcoming election of November 3, 2020,
which begs the question: Why is president Donald Trump suggesting delaying
or postponing the election? He claims that the “2020 election will be the most
inaccurate and fraudulent” vote in history. However, he failed to present evidence
to support his claim.
But the fact that he is making false claims that the election is being rigged
against him are part of his strategy to cast doubts on the veracity of the presidential
election process. They aren’t true, but they will prime his base to reject the
results, and could thus throw a monkey wrench on the electoral process and could

cause constitutional crisis in determining the next president of
the U.S., which by itself would give Trump some avenue to
challenge the results of the electoral college in the event that
the results are very close.
Although Trump has no authority to delay an election,
the Constitution gives Congress the power to set the date for
voting if it ever reaches that point. However, lawmakers from
both parties said almost immediately there was no likelihood
the election would be delayed and even some of Trump's allies
said his message reflected the desperate flailing of a badly
losing candidate.
But without legal basis as it was, Trump's message did
provide an opening -- long feared by Democrats -- that both
he and his supporters might refuse to accept the presidential
results. In questioning it ahead of time, Trump is priming his
base to doubt the legitimacy of whatever outcome emerges in
the first weeks of November. And that’s all that Trump needs
to pursue his presidential ambition to the hilt.
Sowing doubts
During the news conference that follows, Trump was asked to
explain his motivations. At first, he suggested “he was trying
to avoid a drawn-out counting process that might stretch for
days or weeks if large numbers of voters cast ballot by mail.”
Eventually, he acknowledged the real impact of his
message: “sowing doubts early in whatever outcome emerges
in November.” "What people are now looking at is ... are all
these stories right about the fact that these elections will be
fraudulent, they'll be fixed, rigged," he said.
But there is no evidence that mail-in voting leads to fraud.
Indeed, American elections have proceeded smoothly during
wars and depressions without delay.
But early on, Trump has previously sought to stoke fear
and lay the groundwork to question the election's results by
promoting the idea that mail-in voting leads to widespread fraud
and a "rigged" election, which the Democrats have warned
his efforts are meant both to suppress voting and to provide a
reason to refuse to leave office should he lose.
Up until July 30, Trump had previously denied Democratic
suggestions that he would attempt to delay the election,
claiming they were unfounded conspiracies. But now the cat
is out of the bag, he has openly raised the idea of moving the
date of the voting.
Although attempts by Trump to picture mail-in voting as
prone to manipulation, it is by far the least vulnerable to fraud
and “rigged” election. For one thing, it’s not open to Russian
penetration and manipulation like what happened in 2016.
Secondly, it’s been used by many states and no anomalies or
irregularities have been reported. It’s the best way to prevent
voter suppression since ballots are mailed directly to voters.
But like Trump has said in a tweet, “Republicans should fight
very hard when it comes to state wide mail-in voting. Democrats
are clamoring for it. Tremendous potential for voter fraud, and
for whatever reason, doesn’t work out well for Republicans.”
It just shows that voter suppression – a favorite strategy of
Republicans – doesn’t work with mail-in voting. However,
by putting the success of the election in mail-in voting, what
would happen if the mail-in voting runs into massive delay in
the postal delivery for which mail-in voting is wholly dependent
upon? What if the mailed-in ballots were not delivered on
time? Can the process be sabotaged? If so, how?
New Postmaster General
Well, Trump has already put in place the mechanism to sabotage
the mail-in voting by nominating Louis DeJoy, a Republican
Party fundraiser, to the position of U.S. Postmaster General.
DeJoy’s qualifications include donating $2 million to Trump’s
re-election campaign and about $70,000 to the Republican
National Committee.
Prior to his appointment on June 16, 2020, DeJoy was
president of LDJ Global Strategies, a boutique firm with
interests in real estate, private equity, consulting and project
management. Currently, he serves on the Elon University
board of trustees.
It’s interesting to note that DeJoy lacks the qualification
of managing a postal delivery operation. This led Rep. Gerry
Connolly (D-VA) to note that DeJoy’s career as political
operative and close ties to Trump and the Republican Party
would threaten the non-partisan nature of the Postal Service.
As a matter fact, DeJoy is the first postmaster in two decades
without prior experience in the U.S. Postal Service. Critics
point to apparent financial conflicts of interest, including
DeJoy's investments in USPS contractors and competitors,
such as UPS and trucking company J.B. Hunt.
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The fix is in!
Upon assuming office as Postmaster
General, DeJoy didn’t waste time
taking measures to reduce costs
and slow the mail service, which
seems to serve one purpose: have an
adverse impact on the forthcoming
presidential election. And true
enough, according to news reports,
“massive mail delays hit the postal
service as Donald Trump's new
postmaster-General orders overtime
ban and sorting machine shutdowns
to save cash - raising more fears
over November election.” Indeed,
the fix is in! It’s just a matter of
execution.
It also reported that the U.S.
Postal Service is experiencing dayslong backlogs of mail, sparking fears
the problem could continue into
November and affect the election.
An internal report from the
postal service warned almost half
the states are not providing adequate
time for workers to deliver ballots
ahead of the election.
Many states affected are
battlegrounds that could determine
election result.
It was also revealed that delays
are the result of changes put in
place by DeJoy, who had nixed
overtime pay, leading to backlogs
in delivery, shutting down sorting
machines early, which could affect
post marks used by election boards.
Biggest areas affected are big
cities, which are heavily Democratic.
It has become apparent that
Trump’s appointment of DeJoy dovetails
with Trump’s voter suppression
strategy, which is to prevent timely
counting of mailed-in ballots thus
casting suspicions of irregularities
and fraud.
Trump could then challenge the
electoral process and would attempt
to have the ballots recounted, which
is a slow and expensive process. In
short, he’ll do anything to prevent
the ballots from being counted in
a timely manner. Meanwhile, it
would put his base on edge waiting
for the results of the election.
Déjà vu
And if the results of the electoral
votes are in favor of Biden by a razorthin margin, Trump could petition
the Supreme Court to rule in any
dispute regarding the certification of
electoral votes just like in the 2000
Bush vs. Gore presidential contest
when the Supreme Court settled a
recount dispute in Florida’s 2000
presidential election. The Supreme
Court ruling awarded Florida’s 25
electoral votes to Bush, thus giving
Bush a total of 271 electoral votes,
one more than the required 270
electoral votes to win the Electoral
College and the presidency. It’s
déjà vu all over again.
And this is where Trump hopes
the conservatives in the Supreme
Court would support him. But with
the voting record of conservative
Chief Justice John Roberts tilting
either way – he’s the ”swing vote”
in the court -- there is no guarantee
that Trump would get a 5-4 vote in
his favor like what Bush did in 2000.
The question is: Will Trump’s
voter suppression strategy work
this time?
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Mabubuting Kabataan Ngayon
(Pag-asa Pa Rin ng Bayan)

Maraming nagsasabi na ang mga
kabataan daw ngayon ay iresponsable.
Hindi ako pabor dito.
Dreams for the Future
My now 11-year-old son has so
many plans and dreams for himself
in the future. For one, he wants to
be an engineer because, according
to him, and I could observe it, he
loves building and fixing things,
he is good in making videos, stopmotion, game commentating, and
understanding computer programs
and many more.
I have hundreds of friends and
acquaintances who I'm sure have
also children of their own whom
they have also high regard for.
All these children will be the
movers and thinkers of tomorrow
when my batch will have become
the elderly.

And I have so much hope in
these children.
I don't believe that the future
is doomed. No.
Many of the kids today will
be the great leaders of tomorrow.
I could imagine in the time of
Nostradamus, he and many others
were lamenting about the decay
of the youth and their own future.
But the subsequent generations
did just fine.
The struggles will always
be there, yes.
But humans, in general, will
always persist. They are a resilient
species.
Sa Madaling Salita
Imbes na insultuhin ang mga
kabataan ngayon, sila ay dapat
suportahan at igabay sa tamang
landas.
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